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Neutron - antineutron osillations in a trap revisited
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ow, Russia
We have reexamined the problem of n − n¯ osillations for ultra-old neutrons (UCN) onned
within a trap. It is shown that for up to 103 ollisions with the walls the proess an be desribed
in terms of wave pakets. The exat equation is derived desribing the time-evolution of the n¯-
omponent for an arbitrary number of ollisions with the trap walls. The n¯-omponent grows
linearly with time with enhanement fator depending on the reetion properties of the walls.
I. INTRODUCTION
For quite a long time physis beyond the Standart Model ontinues to be an intriguing subjet. Several reations
whih may serve as signatures for the new physis have been disussed. One of the most elegant proposal is to look
for n − n¯ osillations [1℄ (see also [2℄). There are three possible experimental settings aimed at the observation of
this proess. The rst one is to establish a limit on nulear instability sine n¯ produed inside a nuleus will blow it
up. The seond one is to use a neutron beam from a reator. This beam propagates a long distane to the target in
whih possible n¯ omponent would annihilate and thus be deteted. The third option whih we disuss in the present
paper is to use ultra-old neutrons (UCN) onned in a trap. The main question is to what extent the generation
of the n¯ omponent is redued by the interation with the trap walls. This subjet was addressed by several authors
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. A thorough investigation of the problem is in our opinion still laking.
First of all the lear formulation of the problem of n − n¯ osillations in a avity has been hither to missing. Two
dierent approahes were employed without presenting sound arguments in favor of their appliability and without
traing onnetions between them.
In the rst approah [4, 5℄ n − n¯ osillations are onsidered in the basis of the disrete eigenstates of the trap
potential taking into aount the splitting between n and n¯ levels and n¯ annihilation. The density of the trap
eigenstates whih is proportional to the marosopi trap volume is huge and the states luster together extremely
thikly. However these arguments are not enough to disard the disrete states approah sine n− n¯ mixing parameter
is muh smaller than the distane between adjaent levels  see below. The true reason due to whih the disrete
eigenstates approah is of little physial relevane is the following. The spetrum of the neutrons provided to the trap
by the soure is ontinuous and ertain time is needed for the rearrangement of the initial wave funtion into standing
waves orresponding to the trap eigenstates. As will be shown below this time interval is of the order of β-deay time
so that the standing waves regime being interesting by itself an hardly be reahed in the real physial situation.
The seond approah [3, 6, 7℄ treats the neutrons and antineutrons inside a trap as freely moving partiles whih
undergo reetions from the trap walls. Collisions with the walls result in a redution of the n¯ omponent ompared
to the ase of the free-spae evolution. This suppression is due to two fators. The rst one is the annihilation inside
the walls. The seond one is the phase deoherene of n and n¯ omponents indued by the dierene of the walls
potentials ating on n and n¯. Reetions of antineutrons from the trap walls were for the rst time onsidered in
[3℄. The purpose of that paper was to investigate the prinipal possibility to observe n− n¯ osillations in a trap and
the authors estimated reetion oeient for antineutrons without paying attention to the deoherene phenomena.
Only single ollision with the trap wall was onsidered in [3℄. A omprehensive study of n − n¯ osillations in a trap
was presented in [6, 7℄. Deoherene and multiple reetions were inluded as well as the inuene of the gravitational
and magneti elds. The approximate equation for the annihilation probability after N ollisions was obtained in [7℄
(equation (3.8)) whih oinides with the exat formula (59) of the present paper when N ≫ 1. As we show below
(see Fig. 1) the N -independent asymptoti regime settles at N >∼ 10.
The derivation of the exat equation for the annihilation probability for arbitrary number of ollisions is in no way
the only purpose of the present work. We already mentioned the problem of the relation between the eigenvalue
and the wave paket approahes. Within the wave paket approah some basi notions suh as the time between
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suessive ollisions and the ollision time itself an be dened in a lear and rigorous way. Another question within
the wave-paket formalism is the independene of the reetion oeient on the width of the wave paket and the
appliability of the stationary formalism to alulate reetions from the trap walls. These and some other prinipal
points are onsidered for the rst time in detail in the present paper.
Let us also mention that an alternative approah to the evaluation of the reetion oeients for n and n¯ was
outlined in [8℄. Calulations presented there are based on the time-dependent Hamilton formalism for the interation
of n and n¯ with the trap walls. This subjet remains outside the sope of the present paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Setion II we remind the basi equations desribing n− n¯ osillations in free
spae. Setion III is devoted to the optial potential approah to the interation of n and n¯ with the trap walls. In
Setion IV we analyze the two formalisms proposed to treat n − n¯ osillations in the avity, namely box eigenstates
and wave pakets. In Setion V the reetion from the trap walls is onsidered. Setion VI ontains the main result
of this work whih is the time dependene of the n¯ omponent prodution probability. In Setion VII onlusions are
formulated and problems to be solved outlined.
II. OSCILLATIONS IN FREE SPACE
We start by reminding the basi equations desribing n − n¯ osillations in free spae. The phenomenologial
Hamiltonian is a 2× 2 matrix in the basis of the two-omponent n− n¯ wave funtion (we set h¯ = 1)
Hjl = (Hj − iΓβ
2
)δjl + ǫ(σx)jl, (1)
where j, l = n, n¯; Hj = k
2/2m− µjB, µj is the magneti moment, B is the external (e.g. the Earth) magneti eld,
Γβ is the β-deay width, ǫ is the n− n¯ mixing parameter (see below), σx is the Pauli matrix. Assuming the n and n¯
wave funtions to be plane waves we write the two-omponent wave funtion of the n− n¯ system as
Ψˆ(x, t) =
(
ψn(t)
ψn¯(t)
)
eikx. (2)
Then the evolution of the time-dependent part of Ψˆ(x, t) is desribed by the equation
i
∂
∂t
(
ψn(t)
ψn¯(t)
)
=
(
En − iΓβ2 ǫ
ǫ En¯ − iΓβ2
)(
ψn(t)
ψn¯(t)
)
(3)
The dierene between En and En¯ due to the Earth magneti eld is
ω = En¯ − En = 2|µn|B ≈ 6× 10−12 eV. (4)
Diagonalizing the matrix in (3) we nd ψn(t) and ψn¯(t) in terms of their values at t = 0:
ψn(t) =
(
ψn(0)(cos νt+
iω
2ν
sin νt)− ψn¯(0) iǫ
ν
sin νt
)
exp[−1
2
(iΩ+ Γβ)t] (5)
ψn¯(t) =
(
−ψn(0) iǫ
ν
sin νt+ ψn¯(0)(cos νt− iω
2ν
sin νt)
)
exp[−1
2
(iΩ+ Γβ)t], (6)
where Ω = En + En¯, ν = (ω
2/4 + ǫ2)1/2, ω = En¯ − En. In partiular if ψn(0) = 1, ψn¯(0) = 0, one has
|ψn¯(t)|2 = 4ǫ
2
ω2 + 4ǫ2
exp(−Γβt) sin2(1
2
√
ω2 + 4ǫ2t). (7)
The use of this equation to test fundamental symmetries is disussed in [9℄.
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Without magneti eld, i.e. for ω = 0, and for t≪ ǫ−1 equation (7) yields
|ψn¯(t)|2 ≈ ǫ2t2 exp(−Γβt). (8)
This law (for t≪ Γ−1β ) has been employed to establish the lower limit on the osillation time τ = ǫ−1. Aording to
the ILL-Grenoble experiment [10℄
τ > 0.86× 108 s. (9)
The orresponding value of the mixing parameter is ǫ ≈ 10−23 eV. This number will be used in obtaining numerial
results presented below.
The Earth magneti eld leads to a strong suppression of n − n¯ osillations. With the value of ω given by (4)
equation (7) leads to the following result:
|ψn¯(t)|2 ≈ 4ǫ
2
ω2
exp(−Γβt) sin2 t/τB ≈ 10−23 sin2 t/τB, (10)
where τB = (|µn|B)−1 ≈ 2× 10−4 s. In what follows we shall assume that magneti eld is sreened.
For ω = 0 but for arbitrary initial onditions equations (56) take the form
ψn(t) = (ψn(0) cos ǫt− iψn¯(0) sin ǫt) exp[−(iE + Γβ
2
)t] (11)
ψn¯(t) = (−iψn(0) sin ǫt+ ψn¯(0) cos ǫt) exp[−(iE + Γβ
2
)t], (12)
where E = En = En¯.
III. OPTICAL POTENTIAL MODEL FOR THE TRAP WALL
We remind that neutrons with energy E < 10−7eV are alled ultra-old. An exellent review of UCN physis was
given by I. M. Frank [11℄ (see also [12℄).
A useful relation onneting the neutron veloity v in m/s and E in eV reads
v(cm/s) = 102[109E(eV)/5.22]1/2. (13)
For E = 10−7 eV the veloity is v ≈ 4.4× 102 cm/s.
A less formal denition of UCN involves a notion of the real part of the optial potential orresponding to the trap
material (see below). Neutrons with energies less than the height of this potential are alled ultra-old. The two
denitions are essentially equivalent sine as we shall see for most materials the real part of the optial potential is of
the order of 10−7 eV.
Our main interest onerns strongly absorptive interation of the n¯ omponent with the trap walls. Therefore wery
weak absorption of UCN on the walls [11, 12℄ will be ignored. Due to omplete reetion from the trap walls UCN
an be stored for about 103 s (β-deay time) as was rst pointed out by Ya. B. Zeldovih [13℄.
To be onrete we onsider UCN with E = 0.8 × 10−7 eV whih orresponds to v = 3.9 × 102 m/s (see (13)),
k = 12.3 eV and de Broglie wave length λ ≈ 10−5 m. In the next Setion we shall desribe UCN in terms of the
wave pakets and hene the above values should be attributed to the enter of the paket.
Interation of n and n¯ with the trap walls will be treated in terms of energy-independent optial potential. The
validity of this approah to UCN has been justied in a number of papers, see e.g. [11, 12, 14℄. There is still an
open question onerning the disrepany between theoretial predition and experimental data on UCN absorption.
Interesting by itself this problem is outside the sope of our work sine as already mentioned absorption of neutrons
may be ignored in n− n¯ osillation proess. The low-energy optial potential reads
UjA =
2π
m
NajA, (14)
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where j = n, n¯; m is the neutron mass, N is the number of nulei in a unit volume, ajA is the j −A sattering length
whih is real for n and omplex for n¯. For neutrons the sattering lengths anA are aurately known for various
materials [12℄. For antineutrons the situation is dierent. Experimental data on low-energy n¯ − A interation are
absent. Only some indiret information may be gained from level shifts in antiprotoni atoms. Therefore the values
of an¯A used in [3, 6, 8, 15℄ as an input in the problem of n− n¯ osillations are similar but not the same. We onsider
as most reliable the set of an¯A alulated in [16℄ within the framework of internulear asade model. Even this
partiular model leads to several solutions. Therefore the one we have hosen for
12C (graphite and diamond) may
be alled motivated by Ref. [16℄. To get a feeling on the dependene upon the material of the walls and to ompare
our results with that of [3℄ we also made alulations for Cu. Sattering lengths for Cu are not presented in [16℄ and
we used a solution proposed in [3℄. Thus our alulations were performed with the following set of n¯− A sattering
lengths:
an¯C = (3− i1) fm, an¯Cu = (5− i0.5) fm. (15)
The sattering lengths for neutrons are [12℄:
anC = 6.65 fm, anCu = 7.6 fm. (16)
The onentrations of atoms N entering into (14) are: NC(graphite) = 1.13 × 10−16 fm−3, NC(diamond) = 1.63 ×
10−16 fm−3, NCu = 0.84× 10−16 fm−3. Then aording to (14) the optial potentials read
UnC(gr) = 1.95× 10−7 eV,
UnC(diam) = 2.8× 10−7 eV,
UnCu = 1.66× 10−7 eV;
(17)
Un¯C(gr) = (0.9− i0.3)× 10−7 eV,
Un¯C(diam) = (1.3− i0.4)× 10−7 eV,
Un¯Cu = (2 − i0.2)× 10−7 eV.
(18)
In the present work we onsider partiles (n and n¯) with energies below the potential barrier formed by the real part
of the potential. For n¯ and 12C the limiting veloity is v = 4.15× 102 m/s.
IV. WAVE PACKET VERSUS STANDING WAVES
It is onvenient to use for the optial potentials (17) and (18) the shorthand notation
Uj = Vj − iWjδjn¯, (19)
where j = n, n¯ while the wall material is not indiated expliitly. We onsider the following model for the trap in
whih n − n¯ osillations may be possibly observed. Imagine the two walls of the type (19) separated by a distane
L ∼ 102 m, i.e. the one-dimensional potential well of the form
Uj(x) = {θ(−x− L) + θ(x)} {Vj − iWjδjn¯} , (20)
with θ(x) being a step funtion. Our goal is to follow the time evolution of the n¯ omponent in suh a trap assuming
that the initial state is a pure n one.
The rst question to be answered is how to desribe the wave funtion of the system. Two dierent approahes
seem to be feasible and both were disussed in the literature [4, 6, 8℄. The rst one is to onsider osillations ouring
in the wave paket and to investigate to what extent reetions from the walls distort the piture as ompared to the
free-spae regime. The seond one is to onsider eigenvalue problem in the potential well (20), to nd energy levels
for n and n¯, and to onsider osillations in this basis. Due to dierent interation with the walls the levels of n and
n¯ are splitted and n¯ levels aquire annihilation widths.
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At rst glane this approah might seem inadequate sine in a trap with L ∼ 102 m the density of states is very
high, the harateristi quantum number orresponding to the UCN energy is very large, the splitting δE between
adjaent n-levels (or between the levels of n and n¯ spetra) is extremely small. The values of all these quantities will
be given below and we shall see that δE < 10−14 eV. However, this approah an not be disarded without further
analysis sine the n− n¯ mixing parameter ǫ ≈ 10−23 eV is muh smaller than δE.
To understand the relation between the two approahes note that the initial onditions orrespond to a beam of
UCN provided by a soure. The momentum spetrum of UCN depends on the onrete experimental onditions. In
order to stay on general grounds and at the same time to simplify the problem we shall assume that the UCN beam
entering the trap has a form of a Gaussian wave paket. Suppose that at t = 0 the enter of the wave paket is at
x = x0 so that
ψk(x, t = 0) = (πa
2)−1/4 exp
(
− (x− x0)
2
2a2
+ ikx
)
, (21)
where a is the width of the wave paket in oordinate spae. The normalization of the wave funtion (21) orresponds
to one partile over the whole one-dimensional spae:
+∞∫
−∞
dx|ψk(x, t = 0)|2 = 1. (22)
For E = 0.8× 10−7 eV and the beam resolution ∆E/E = 10−3 one has
k = 12.3 eV, a = 3.2× 10−3 cm. (23)
The width of the wave paket (21) inreases with time aording to
a′ = a
[
1 +
(
t
ma2
)2]1/2
≈ t/ma (24)
and for t ∼ 103 s beomes omparable with the trap size L. In order that the wave hitting the wall and the reeted
one to be learly resolved the ondititon a′/v ≪ τL, or a′ ≪ L has to be satised, where τL ∼ 1 s is the time between
two onseutive ollisions with the trap walls. Reetion of the wave paket from the walls is onsidered in detail in
the next Setion. Here we will show that t ∼ 103 s is the harateristi time needed for the rearrangement of the
initial wave paket into the stationary states of the trapping box.
Consider the eigenvalue problem for the potential well (20). Parameters of the potential (20) for neutrons are
Vn ≈ 2× 10−7 eV, L ≈ 102 cm. The number of levels is
M ≈ L
√
2mV
π
≈ 108/π. (25)
Aording to (23) the enter of the wave paket (21) has a momentum k = 12.3 eV whih orresponds to a state
with a number of nodes j ≈ 2× 107 and kjL ≈ 6× 107 ≫ 1. Positions of suh highly exited levels in a nite depth
potential are indistinguishable from the spetrum in a potential box with innite walls. Thus
ϕj(x) ≈
√
2
L
sinωjx, ωj =
πj
L
. (26)
The wave funtions (26) desribe semi-lassial states with j ≫ 1 in a potential well with sharp edges. The frequeny
ωj is very high as ompared to the width of the wave paket in momentum spae, ωj ≈ 6×105 cm−1 ≫ ν = 1/(
√
2a) ≈
2× 102 cm−1. This means that the wave paket spans over a large number of levels. To determine this number note
that the distane between adjaent levels around the enter of the wave paket is δE = Ej+1 − Ej ∼ 10−14 eV.
The highly exited levels within the energy band ∆E = 10−3E ∼ 10−10 eV orresponding to the wave paket (21)
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are to a high auray equidistant as it should be in a semi-lassial regime. The number of states within ∆E is
∆j = ∆E/δE ∼ 104 and their density in momentum spae is
ρ(ω) = a∆j ≃ L/π ∼ 106 eV−1. (27)
Now we an answer the question formulated at the beginning of this Setion, namely whether one should desribe
n − n¯ osillations in the trap in terms of the wave paket or in terms of the stationary eigenfuntions. At t = 0 the
wave funtion has the form of the wave paket (21) provided by the UCN soure. Due to ollisions with the trap walls
transitions from the initial state (21) into disrete (or quasi-disrete for n¯) eigenstates (26) take plae.
The time-evolution of the initial wave funtion (21) proeeds aording to
ψ(x, t) =
∫
dx′G(x, t;x′, 0)ψk(x
′, 0), (28)
where G(x, t;x′, 0) is the time-dependent Green's funtion for the potential well (20). Making use of the spetral
representation for G, one an write
ψ(x, t) =
∑
j
e−iEjtϕj(x)
∫
dx′ϕ∗j (x
′)ψk(x
′, 0). (29)
In semi-lassial approximation the distane between the adjaent levels is δE = π/τL. Therefore one may think
that at t = τL, i.e. already at the rst ollision the neighboring terms in (29) would anel eah other. However this
is not the ase. Indeed,
ϕj+1(x)e
−iEj+1t + ϕj(x)e
−iEj t =
e−iEjt
i
√
2L
[
eiωjx(1 + ei
pi
L
(x−vt))− e−iωjx(1 + e−i piL (x+vt))
]
.
Therefore at x = ±vt there is a onstrutive interferene either in the rst or in the seond terms orrespondingly.
This holds true with the aount of the whole sum of terms in (29) and hene one an pass from summation to
integration in (29). The wave funtion overlap entering into (29) an be easily evaluated provided the enter of the
wave paket x0 is not within the bandwidth distane a
′
from the trap walls. The overlap is given by the following
integral:
∫
dx′ϕ∗j (x
′)ψk(x
′, 0) ≃ i
(2
√
πLa)1/2
0∫
−L
dx′ exp
(
− (x
′ − x0)2
2a2
+ i(k − ωj)x′
)
=
i
(2
√
πLa)1/2
L∫
0
dx′′ exp
(
− (x
′′ + x0)
2
2a2
− i(k − ωj)x′′
)
.
(30)
At this step we have omitted the exponent with high frequeny (k+ωj). Next take (x
′′+x0)/(
√
2a) as a new variable
and resort to the assumption |x0| ≫ a, L − |x0| ≫ a (we remind that x0 is negative sine −L < x < 0). The result
reads
∫
dx′ϕ∗j (x
′)ψk(x
′, 0) ≃ i(
√
πa
L
)1/2 exp
(
−a
2
2
(k − ωj)2 + i(k − ωj)x0
)
. (31)
Corretions to (31) are of order of a/L. Now omes frequeny summation in (29). This summation an be substituted
by integration over ω sine the density of semi-lassial states ρ(ω) is very high. In this way we arrive at
ψ(x, t) =
1
[
√
πa(1 + i tma2 )]
1/2
(
exp[− α(x, t)
2a2(1 + t
2
m2a4 )
] + exp[− α(−x, t)
2a2(1 + t
2
m2a4 )
]
)
, (32)
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α(x, t) = (x− x0 − v0t)2 − it (x− x0)
2
ma2
− 2ik0a2(x− x0) + ik
2
0a
2
m
t+ 2ik0x0(a
2 +
t2
m2a2
). (33)
The seond term in (32) desribes the reeted wave paket  see the next Setion. Aording to (21), (28) and (32)
all that happens to the wave paket in the trap is broadening and reetions. This is true at least during some initial
period of its life history. How long does this period last? The answer to this question may be obtained estimating
the auray of performing frequeny integration instead of summation over disrete states in (29).
To estimate the time sale for the rearrangement of the initial wave paket (21) into the trap standing waves (26),
it is onvenient to introdue the dierene δψ(x, t) = ψsum(x, t) − ψint(x, t) between the exat wave funtion (29)
and the approximate integral representation (32). As soon as
δw(t) =
∫
dx
(|ψsum|2 − |ψint|2) = 2
∫
dxℜ(ψintδψ)≪ 1, (34)
one an onsider osillations as proeeding in the wave paket basis. The following estimate holds
δψ(x, t) =
∑
n
f(ωn)−
∫
dωρ(ω)f(ω) = −
∑
n
ωn+1∫
ωn
dωρ(ω)(f(ω)− f(ωn))
≃ −
∑
n
ωn+1∫
ωn
dωρ(ω)f ′(ωn)(ω − ωn) = −1
2
∑
n
f ′(ωn)(ωn+1 − ωn);
(35)
here
f(ω) =
√√
πa
2L2
exp
(
−a
2
2
(k0 − ω)2 − i ω
2
2m
t+ iω(x− x0) + ikx0
)
. (36)
From (36) one gets
f ′(ω) = g(ω)f(ω),
g(ω) = i(x− x0 − vt)− (k0 − ω)a2.
(37)
Sine f(ω) is a narrow Gaussian peak, we an substiute g(ω) by g(k0), and then (35) results in
δψ(x, t) ≃ π
2L
(x− x0 − v0t)ψint(x, t). (38)
From (34) and (38), we get
δw ≃ π
2L
+∞∫
−∞
dx|x − x0 − v0t||ψint(x, t)|2 ∝ a
′
L
∼ t
maL
∼ t
103 s
, (39)
where a′ is given by (23).
Roughly speaking, the time t ∼ 103 s needed for the neutron wave funtion to rearrange into the trap eigenstate
is omparable to the neutron life-time and neutron would rather die than adjust to the new boundary onditions.
Therefore in what follows the wave paket formalism will be used. Some additional subtleties arising from the
quantization of the levels in the trapping box will be disussed in Setion VII.
V. REFLECTION FROM THE TRAP WALLS
Consider again a one-dimensional trap (20). Let the partile moving from x = −∞ enter the trap at t = 0 through
the window at x = −L. At t = τL it will reah the wall at x = 0, the n omponent will be reeted from the wall
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while the n¯ omponent will be partly reeted and partly absorbed. The wave paket desribing the interation with
the wall has the form
ψ(x, t) = π−3/4
√
a
2
+∞∫
−∞
dkψj(k, x) exp
(
−a
2
2
(k − k0)2 + iL(k − k0)− i t
2m
k2
)
, (40)
where j = n, n¯ and
ψj(k, x) = e
ikx +R(k)e−ikx = eikx + ρj(k)e
φj(k)e−ikx. (41)
For the n omponent ρn(k) = 1 sine we neglet very weak absorption of neutrons at the surfae. The integral (40)
with the rst term of (41) is trivial. In order to integrate the seond term of (41) note that due to the Gaussian
form-fator with ak0 ∼ 103 ≫ 1 the dominant ontribution to the integral (40) omes from the narrow interval of k
around k0. Expanding Rj(k) at k − k0 and keeping the leading term we get
Rj(k) ≃ ρj(k0)eiφj(k0)[1 + iφ′j(k0)(k − k0) + δjn¯
ρ′j(k0)
ρj(k0)
(k − k0)]
≃ ρj(k0)eiφj(k0)+iφ
′
j(k0)(k−k0).
(42)
The validity of the last step for n¯ will beome lear from the expliit expression for ρn¯(k) and φn¯(k) presented below.
Now integration in (40) an be easily performed with the result [17℄
ψj(x, t) =
1
[
√
πa(1 + i tma2 )]
1/2
(
exp[− αinc(x, t)
2a2(1 + t
2
m2a4 )
] +Rj(k0) exp[− αrefl(x, t)
2a2(1 + t
2
m2a4 )
]
)
, (43)
αinc(x, t) = (x+ L− v0t)2 − it (x+ L)
2
ma2
− 2ik0a2(x+ L) + ik
2
0a
2
m
t+ 2ik0L(a
2 +
t2
m2a2
), (44)
αrefl(x, t) = αinc(−x+ φ′, t) + 2ik0φ′(a2 + t
2
m2a2
). (45)
From (43)(45) we see that the essene of R(k) in the wave paket formalism is the same as in the time independent
approah. Therefore imposing standard boundary onditions at x = 0 we get the reetion oeients
Rj(k) = ρj(k)e
iφj(k) =
k − iκj
k + iκj
, (46)
κn = [2m(Vn − E)]1/2,
κn¯ = [2m(Vn¯ − iWn¯ − E)]1/2 = κ′n¯ − iκ′′n¯,
(47)
tanφn =
−2kκn
k2 − κ2n
, tanφn¯ =
−2kκ′n¯
k2 − (κ′n¯)2 − (κ′′n¯)2
, (48)
ρn = 1, ρ
2
n¯ = 1−
4kκ′′n¯
(k + κ′′n¯)
2 + (κ′n¯)
2
. (49)
In partiular for
12C (graphite)
ρ = 0.56, θ ≡ φn¯ − φn = 0.72. (50)
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The rst term in the right-hand side of (45) may be written as [−x+ L− v0(t− φ′/v0)]2. Hene the ollision time
or time-delay is [17, 18℄
τj,coll = φ
′
j(k0)/v0 = Re
2m
kκj
. (51)
For neutrons, i.e. for real κn, equation (51) gives the well-known result τn,coll = [E(Vn − E)]−1/2. This result is in
line with the naive estimate τn,coll ∼ l/v0 ∼ 10−8 s [8℄, where l <∼ λ is the penetration depth.
For
12C (graphite) equation (51) yields
τn,coll = 0.7× 10−8 s, τn¯,coll = 1.1× 10−8 s. (52)
Equations (43)(45) supplemented by the above inequality allow to follow the time evolution of the beam inside
the trap. Imagine an observer plaed at a bandwidth distane from the wall, i.e. at x = −a. Aording to (43)(45)
suh an observer will onlude that at times t ≤ τL − τa the inident wave (the rst term in (43)) dominates, while
at t ≥ τL + τa the reeted wave prevails. With this splitting of the time interval around NτL, N = 1, 2, . . . in mind
we shall use the notations (NτL−) and (NτL+) for the moments before and after the N th ollision. Thus, we an
alulate n¯ prodution rate sine we have a rigorous denitions of the ollision time and the time interval between
the two subsequent ollisions.
VI. ANNIHILATION RATE IN A TRAP
Now we an inquire into the problem of the time-dependene of n¯ prodution probability. In free spae it is given
by |ψn¯(t)|2 = ǫ2t2 (see (2)) while in a trap with omplete annihilation or total loss of oherene at eah ollision it
has a linear time dependene |ψn¯(t)|2 = ǫ2τLt [8℄.
To avoid umbersome equations and in view of the fat that we onsider time interval t≪ Γ−1β we omit exp(−Γβt)
fators. Prodution of n¯ during the ollision an be also negleted [8℄. Dierene in ollision times (52) for n and n¯
may be ignored as well. In the previous Setion we have seen that the interation of the wave paket with the wall is
desribed in terms of the reetion oeients (46). [20℄
Assume that at t = 0 a pure n beam enters the trap at x = −L. After rossing the trap, i.e. at t = (τL−), the
time-dependent parts of the wave funtions are given by (12) [we state this beause although the Gaussian form fator
in (43) also depends on time, the orresponding terms in the time-dependent Shrödinger equation are of order of
1/ak0 as ompared to the derivative of the exponent exp(−iEt); also note that the form fators are the same for n
and n¯ up to onstant multiplier℄:
ψn(τL−) = cos(ǫτL) exp(−iEτL),
ψn¯(τL−) = sin(ǫτL) exp[−i(EτL + π/2)].
(53)
After the rst reetion at t = (τL+) we get
ψn(τL+) = cos(ǫτL) exp[−i(EτL − φn)],
ψn¯(τL+) = ρn¯ sin(ǫτL) exp[−i(EτL − φn¯ + π/2)]. (54)
Evolution from t = (τL+) to t = (2τL−) again proeeds aording to (12)
ψn¯ =
1
2
sin(2ǫτL)
(
1 + ρeiθ
)
exp[−i(2EτL − φn¯ + π/2)]
≃ ǫτL
(
1 + ρeiθ
)
exp[−i(2EτL − φn¯ + π/2)],
(55)
where θ = φn¯ − φn is the deoherene phase and ρ ≡ ρn¯. Now the answer for ψ(NτL−) seems evident:
ψn¯(NτL−) = ǫτL 1− ρ
NeiNθ
1− ρeiθ exp[−i(NEτL − φn + π/2)]. (56)
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This onjeture is easy to verify by mathematial indution. For t = (2τL−) the result has been derived expliitly 
see (55). Evolving (56) through one reetion at t = NτL and free propagation from t = (NτL+) to t = [(N +1)τL−]
we arrive at (56) with (N + 1) instead of N . This ompletes the proof.
Thus the admixture of n¯ before the N th ollision, i.e. at t = NτL− is
|ψn¯(NτL−)|2 = ǫ2τ2L
1 + ρ2N − 2ρN cosNθ
1 + ρ2 − 2ρ cos θ (57)
The annihilation probability at the jth ollision is
Pa(j) = (1− ρ2)|ψn¯(jτL−)|2. (58)
Hene the total annihilation probability after N ollisions is
Pa(N) = (1− ρ2)
N∑
k=1
|ψn¯(kτL)|2
=
ǫ2τ2L(1− ρ2)
1 + ρ2 − 2ρ cos θ
(
N +
ρ2(1 − ρ2N )
1− ρ2 − 2ρ
cos θ − ρ− ρN [cos(N + 1)θ + ρ cosNθ]
1 + ρ2 − 2ρ cos θ
)
.
(59)
After several ollisions the terms proportional to ρN , ρ2N and ρN+1 may be dropped sine ρ ∼ 0.5 (see (50)). Then
(59) takes the form
Pa(N) ≃ ǫ
2τ2L
1 + ρ2 − 2ρ cos θ
(
N(1− ρ2) + 1− (1− ρ
2)2
1 + ρ2 − 2ρ cos θ
)
. (60)
Three dierent regimes may be inferred from (60). For very strong annihilation, i.e. ρ≪ 1
Pa(N) = ǫ
2τ2LN = ǫ
2τLt. (61)
For omplete deoherene at eah ollision, i.e. for θ = π
Pa(N) = ǫ
2τ2L
(
N
1− ρ
1 + ρ
+
ρ(2− ρ)
(1 + ρ)2
)
≃ 1− ρ
1 + ρ
ǫ2τLt. (62)
For the (unrealisti) situation when θ = 0
Pa(N) = ǫ
2τ2L
(
N
1 + ρ
1− ρ −
ρ(2 + ρ)
(1− ρ)2
)
≃ 1 + ρ
1− ρǫ
2τLt. (63)
For the values of ρ and θ orresponding to the optial potentials (17)(18) the quantity Qa(N) = (ǫ
2τ2LN)
−1 =
(ǫ2τLt)
−1Pa(N) alulated aording the exat equation (59) is displayed in Fig. 1. This gure shows that the linear
time dependene settles after about 10 ollisions with the trap walls. The asymptoti value of Qa(N) whih may be
alled the enhanement fator is 1.5÷ 2 depending on the wall material.
Proposals have been disussed in the literature [6, 19℄ to ompensate the deoherene phase θ by applying the
external magneti eld. Suppose that in suh a way the regime θ = 0 may be ahieved. Also suppose that one an
vary the reetion oeient ρ in a whole range by varying the trap material. For suh an ideal situation we plot in
Fig. 2 the quantity Neff (ρ) dened as
Pa(N) = ǫ
2τ2LNeff (ρ). (64)
Thus dened Neff (ρ) obviously depends also on the number of ollisions N and in Fig. 2 the results for N = 10
and N = 50 are presented. This gure shows what an be expeted from the trap experiments in the most favorable
though hardly realisti senario.
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have reexamined the problem of n−n¯ osillations for UCN in a trap. Our aim was to present a lear formulation of
the problem, to alulate the amplitude of the n¯ omponent for arbitrary observation time and for any given reetion
properties of the trap walls. We have shown that for physially relevant observation time (i.e. for the time interval
less than β-deay time) the proess of n− n¯ osillations is desribed in terms of the wave pakets while the standing
waves regime may settle only at later times. By alulating the dierene between n and n¯ ollision times the new
light has been shed on the deoherene phenomena. For the rst time an exat equation has been derived for the
annihilation probability for an arbitrary number of ollisions with the trap walls. In line with the onlusions of the
previous authors on the subjet this probability grows linearly with time. We have alulated the enhanement fator
entering into this linear time dependene and found this fator to be 1.5÷ 2 depending on the reetion properties of
the wall material.
Despite the extensive investigations reviewed in this artile and the results of the present paper the list of problems
for further work is large. The entral and most diult task is to obtain reliable parameters of the optial potential
for antineutrons. The beam of n¯ with energy in the range of 10−7 eV will be hardly aessible in the near future.
Therefore work has to be ontinued along the two lines mentioned above  to dedue the parameters of the optial
potential from the level shifts in antiprotoni atoms and to onstrut reliable optial models whih an be onfronted
with the available experimental data on n¯-nulear interation at higher energies. In the forthoming publiation we
plan to present numerial alulation of the time evolution of the wave paket into standing waves as well as to disuss
some features of n − n¯ osillations in the eigenfuntions basis whih were not disussed in Ref. [4℄. Another task is
to perform alulation for the onrete geometry of the trap an realisti spetrum of the neutron beam. To this end
one needs an input orresponding to a onrete experimental setting.
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Figure 1: Plot of Qa(N) = (ǫ
2τLt)
−1Pa(N) dependene versus N . Solid line orresponds to
12C (graphite), dashed one - to
12C (diamond), dotted one - to Cu.
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Figure 2: Plot of Neff versus ρ dependene. Solid line is for the number of ollisions N = 50, dashed one orresponds to
N = 10.
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